“Representation does not imply that something merely stands in for something else as if it were a replacement or substitute that enjoys a less authentic, more indirect kind of existence. On the contrary what is represented is itself present in the only way available to it.” ~Hans-Georg Gadamer

The Foursquare represents an ideology of refinement and solidity. Usually seen as a symbol of wellbeing and luxury, the Foursquare is an appropriate model for the apartment units as it speaks strongly to the regional characteristics of New Orleans while owning its construction to manufactured modular blocks, concrete, and other materials wrought from modernity.

Formally, the Foursquare is a generator for the layout of the major cubic rooms of the dwellings, while the inner walls divide and allow places for services and passage. Unlike a true Foursquare, this proposal allows man to inhabit the intersection of the interior walls, thus producing an image of man at the center of all Things. Marble tiles form the surface of the floor in the intersection while the walls step back to allow a place to hold a Thing dear to the inhabitants.
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These drawings show early attempts to locate serving spaces inside of the walls that define the Foursquare. The first concept, on the left, shows a wooden frame inside of the load-bearing masonry. The later concepts saw massive walls made of CMU with removals for shelves, tables, and cabinets.
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The large cubic rooms feature hardwood flooring and ceilings. The two-way reinforced concrete slabs support the flooring directly, while the ceiling is suspended from the bottom of the slab. The walls are made from plaster applied directly upon the concrete blocks.
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Glossary

Arch: A leaping Figure

Awe: The acknowledgement and reverence of otherness or beauty

Balcony: A projection from a wall that extends over a street, and cantilevers a distance equal to half the width of the sidewalk

Being: Something understood by Martin Heidegger

Bridge: A street or figure over a presence of water or another street

Canal: A cultivated presence of water; a type of street

Casting: A collecting and transforming of members or ingredients

Column: A vertical figure

Cornice: The edge between a wall and the sky

Door: A portal within a wall that physically connects the private dwelling to the urban realm or rural world

Dwelling: Not passage, but the act of poetically existing within a single realm

Essence: That which is essential to being

Figure: A body in frozen motion

Flood: An uncultivated presence of water

Foursquare: A typological model of building, often seen as representing well-being and aristocracy, usually explained as a four-roomed house with symmetrically located doors, windows, and square rooms

Image: A thing that speaks to the mind

Joint: A connection of materials, surfaces, structures, or elements. Also, any film by Spike Lee

Knowing: A violent act of censoring an unspeakable otherness about a thing, a person, a condition, or a situation

Lake Pontchartrain: A large brackish body of water, similar to the Ocean, but smaller

Magic: That which casts with awe

Meaning: Something that stands for, against, or in-between

Memorial: A physical entity that re-members

Mound: A surge of earth that greets the sky

Ninesquare: The mimetic representation of the Foursquare, constructed mathematically
Ocean: A very large presence of water higher than much of New Orleans

Passage: Not Dwelling, but the act of passing from one Realm of Dwelling to another

Porch: An extension of a façade that forms a covered entry or exterior room

Presentation: An Image that confronts an individual or group of individuals

Realm: A place of being

Representation: A re-Presentation that further illustrates an Image

Street: A realm of Passage and Dwelling within the urban environment

Technology: That which casts with Knowingness and without Awe

Thing: An entity, essence, or Figure encountered, Remembered, or Imagined. A human Being is never a Thing.

Thinking: The act of refinement and cultivation

Wall: Any element that joins or separates one Realm and another

Window: A portal within a Wall that experientially connects or separates the private dwelling to the urban or rural world
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